The event schedule below is as of 4/24/19 and is subject to change. Please visit ceas.uchicago.edu for potential updates and additions.

**MAY 2019 (cont.)**

**Workshop**
**Reading Early Chinese Texts**
9:30am, Wieboldt Hall 408

**Film Screening**
**Dead Pigs**
7:00pm, Cochrane-Woods Art Center 157

**Conference**
**Vernacular Medicine in Japan**
1155 E. 60th St, Room 319

**Reading**
**Contemporary Fiction and Poetry from Japan: A Reading with Suga Keijiro, Kimura Yusuke, and Douglas Slaymaker**
5:00pm, Seminary Co-op

**Conference**
**From Local to Global in East Asian Literature**
Keijiro Suga, Poet & Writer
10:00am, Franke Institute for the Humanities

**Symposium**
**Writing & Picturing Part II**
10:00am, Franke Institute for the Humanities

**Workshop**
**Chinese Buddhist Cave Temples Sourcebook**

**Workshop**
**Five Ways to Read Chinese Buddhist History**
9:00am, Cobb Hall 110

**CEAS Lecture Series**
**War Without Blood? The Curious Itinerary of a Taboo Fluid in Medieval Japan**
Vyjayanthi Ratnam Selinger, Bowdoin College
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

**JUNE 2019**

**Workshop**
**Kurushiji Workshop**
John Hope Franklin Room (Social Sciences Building 224)